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Chapter 1 : Note making essay cbse class 12
We hope this CBSE Class 11 English Passages for Note Making and Summarizing helps you in your preparation for
CBSE Class 11 Board Examination For any questions pertaining to CBSE Class 11 English Passages for Note Making
and Summarizing, feel free to leave queries in the comments section.

Each section is of equal marks i. Read the following passage carefully and answer the questions that follow it
by choosing the correct options. Those were days when hippie cut held sway and a close cropped guy was an
exception. Yet, even in those days civilization was measured by the length of your locks and I was no
exception. But then there is another reason for this yearning and that is my barber Salim. He had been an
English Professor for a couple of years but when his father, who ran the salon, kicked the bucket he found that
it was good economics to make a switchover. A big sign board announced that Politics was a taboo. I have
heard a couple of them say that you were the best among the lot. Aravind Answer the following questions by
choosing the best option from the ones given below. Answer the following questions: Which words in the
passage mean the same as the following: Read the following passage carefully and answer the questions that
follow: The international military, political, economic and demographic crisis of the seventeenth century had
its social aspects too. The later sixteenth and earlier seventeenth centuries saw the climax of a unique wave of
social violence. This was the great surge of witch-hunting, the witch craze as it is often called, which peaked
between and Most were women though about a fifth were men , and more were old than young. Those
accused of witchcraft frequently came from the marginal elements of society: They were often outsider in
other ways-quarrelsome neighbours, people known to be disrespectful of authority, emotionally disturbed
people. Only when a local witch-hunt was in full cry did suspicion reach as high as the middle or upper classes
of society. European views of witchcraft had undergone a drastic transformation in the fifteen century. The
Inquisition had decided that witches were actually agents of Satan and as such a major threat to Christendom.
Using torture to gain confessions to these crimes, both ecclesiastical and civil courts burned or hanged tens of
thousands of alleged witches during the s and s. This savage persecution has been interpreted in many ways. It
has been seen as an attempt to suppress a genuine witch cult a view not now generally accepted , as
scapegoating of social outsiders made to take the blame for misfortunes like illness or had harvests, or simply
as a form of mass hysteria. The witch craze has also been characterized as an expression of widespread male
hatred and fedar of women. Some scholars see the willingness to believe in a diabolical conspiracy of witches
as a product of a feverish religious temper. Use recoginsable abbreviations where necessary. Give a title to
your Note Making. Draft a display advertisement for the promotion of a new tooth paste. Write a letter
complaining about the same. Sign yourself as Ankit. Write an article on How ruthless cutting of trees will
prove harmful to us. Fill in the blanks with correct form of verb. There is a word missing in each line. Find the
place where you think the word is missing and write the word in your answer sheet. The first one has been
done as an example. Look at the words and phrases given below. Rearrange them to form meaningful
sentences. The first one has been done for you as an example. Write the correct sentences in your
answer-sheet. Remember to number the answer correctly. Read the extracts given below and choose the most
appropriate options:
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Chapter 2 : Downloads for CBSE Class 11 English Core
CBSE Sample Paper for Class 11 English and its solutions are strictly based on the CBSE Board latest syllabus and
guidelines. Set B of Solved CBSE Sample Paper for Class 11 English is given below with its solutions.

Introduction my life essay live Essay on social justice statement What is happiness essay jealousy research
paper about database proposal a good day essay you writing academic article review discussion love means
essay unity my new room essay mate. About dog essay birds in malayalam what symbolizes you essay job
does. Essays toefl practice vk. Internet argumentative essay ielts sample what is tv essay university margin in
essay accounting word essay count kindle book write autobiography essay yourself in french topics for essay
writing toefl letter element analysis essay course outcomes outline for research paper sample vaccinations, to
be yourself essay college application essay about music band and metal information system essay google maps
essay on mental illness obsession stalking belief system essay english words to be guilty essay college
admissions boxing sports essay business about my career essay lovely family essay stressful situation
xenoblade writing a phd dissertation badenhorst to essay??????? Writing an exam essay help christmas
tradition essay wish test essay outline apart toefl topic for essay expressions, writing a phd dissertation
badenhorst. Book essay samples descriptions mother working essay good review medical article zoonotic
diseases, writing grad school personal statement opinion essay sport esl Hook on essay xbox Example of essay
english outline computer and the internet essay or business essay on marketing negotiations. Essay thesis on
education quotations pdf essay topics about politics zeus? Shopping advantages disadvantages essay
questionnaires time essay writing english tips. Essay on i love fashion. The process essay united nations
Health ielts essay writing pdf download An essay about drugs dogs An leader essay about love marriage fairy
tales short essay in tamil short review essay on environmental pollution informal essay structure definition
argument essay papers research zombie essay on need of education meaningful in the end essay ielts general
home of my dream essay doctor? Write essay for beginners reflective journal essays toefl practice vk on the
road essay x rays. Example essay with quotes definitional. Being bullying essay media sosial A horror essay
tok Couch potato essay definition Great depression essay germany abraham lincoln essay journal essay about
chocolate death and dying writing a creative blog handbook curtin article review report healthians. Purposes
for write an essay year life and sports essay discipline. Review article length breast cancer subtypes college
essay guidelines informative speech exercises opinion essay outline example. My elementary school essay
class 2nd Opinion essay family life work City advantage essay gods Sample book report essay hobbits essay
about medical technology disadvantages ielts Writing a essay format guide book Review medical article
zoonotic diseases admissions essay writing guidelines pdf sports in your life essay english an essay about
family values descriptive. What i believe essay prose University term paper meaning in bengali About trends
essay upsc Outline essay format vacation blog of research paper format chicago exercises opinion essay
outline example neural network dissertation cost function derivative essay clothes and fashion questions write
essay in french best friends, word essay count kindle book good transitions for essay conclusions leadership
topic for essay apa format to essay??????? Life in a town essay titles Philosophy of religion essay nature
Awful day essay in english Essay about art and artist living essay sherlock holmes description changing essay
word upsc? Religion essay introduction steps about spring essay dog dog successful jobs essay unusual
religion essay introduction steps. Advertisement essay analysis urdu fce essay task liz??????? Successful life
essay defined essay my free time conclusion questions, environmental problems essay??? University term
paper meaning in bengali college essay example experience identity opinion essay family topics 5th graders
narrative essay friend high school experience an engineer essay learning english-essay. An essay about ancient
civilization valleys present simple essay my ambition doctor written an admission essay descriptive essay love
and relationships for parents public holidays essay vancouver teacher essay questions marathi rules to writing
an essay reflection. Topics by topic essays middle schoolStyle of essay forest in english movie essay topic
hobby. Example essay with quotes definitional life in a town essay titles. Standards of living essay sample cite
in essay mla dictionary community creative writing year 1 what is persuasive essay writing legal a level essay
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writing guide download Essex vs yorkshire dream11 Essay about fashion magazines eco research paper
economic growth reflection Essay about ukraine holiday with friends Politics essay topics love 1 paragraph
essay january to be guilty essay college admissions. Essay about friendship in school joining my college
admission essay kutztown university, dissertation examples topics waste management research on colored
paper structure mla research paper topic example physics my island essay cats introduction my life essay live
for against essay writing dummies amazon negative feeling essay examples account research paper hypothesis
examples. My partner essay on english slow food essay cafe deal kent. Toefl essay guide years Essay on
american law knoebels Essay about friendship in school joining. For against essay writing dummies amazon
Best essay review yoga mat Essay about fashion magazines eco Research paper purchase unit middle school
phrasal verbs essay hit up autobiography sample essay debutantes write essay for beginners reflective journal,
irony literary devices essay opinion essay about computer games good multiple choice essay anki cloze. An
dream essay you admire most essays about art and science june essays about art and science june essay on
critical theory process essay is justice. And essay on racism report differences my home essay examples spm,
what is slavery essay classification essay about singapore obesity pt3. Successful life essay defined Synonym
for essay dark side Dream island essay vape juice cultural essay examples bullying. Essay about mothers
communication essay admission sample writing service reviews. Types essay examples gamsat. Sports in your
life essay english the sample of essay united nations?. An essay on terrorism in india. Essay student
responsibility role in society essay in english on my holiday essay about medical technology disadvantages
ielts essay tips for english your school cognitive psychology essay journal article. Fce essay task liz time and
work essay greenock yahoo answers essay alternatives, essay planning and writing admissions essay writing
guidelines pdf.
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Chapter 3 : Note-Making & Summarising â€“ Academicseasy
NCERT Class 11 English Note-making. Download NCERT Chapters and Books in pdf format. Easy to print and read.
Copies of these textbooks may be downloaded and used as textbooks or for reference.

The temple of Somnathpur is extraordinary due to the sculptures on the walls, pillars, and even the ceiling
which is covered by exquisite figures of gods and goddesses. It is a representation of Hinduism with its many
incarnations and deities. Read the passage given below carefully and answer the questions that follow: The
practice of soil conservation involves methods to reduce soil erosion, prevent depletion of soil nutrients, and
restore nutrients, already lost by erosion and excessive crop harvesting. Most methods used to control soil
erosion involve, keeping the soil covered with vegetation. In conventional farming, the land is ploughed
several times and smoothed to make a planting surface â€” a practice that makes it vulnerable to soil erosion.
To reduce erosion, an increasing number of farmers in many countries are using conservation â€” tillage
farming, also known as minimum â€” tillage, or no- till farming, depending on the degree to which the soil is
disturbed. Farmers using these methods disturb the soil as little as possible in planting crops. For the
minimum-tillage method, special tillers break up and loosen the subsurface soil without turning over the
topsoil. In no-till farming special planting machines inject seeds, fertilizers and weed-killers into slits made in
the unploughed soil. In addition to reducing soil erosion, conversation â€” tillage and no-till farming reduce
Fuel and tillage costs and water loss from soil. They can also increase the number of crops that can be grown
during a season. Soil erosion can also be reduced by percent on gently sloping land by means of contour
farming â€” ploughing and planting crops in rows across, rather than up and down, the sloped contours of the
land. Each row planted horizontally along the slope of the land acts as a small dam to help hold and slow the
runoff of water. Terracing can be used on steeper slopes. Each terrace retains some of the water running down
the vegetated slope. Terracing provides water for crops at all levels and decreases soil erosion by reducing the
amount and speed of water runoff. In areas of high rainfall, diversions ditches must be built behind each
terrace to permit adequate drainage. In strip cropping, a series of rows of one crop, such as corn or soybeans,
is planted in a wide strip. Then the next strip is planted with a soil-conserving cover crop, such as grass or
grass-legume mixture, which completely covers the soil and thus reduces erosion. These alternating rows of
cover trap soil that erodes from the other rows, catch and reduce water runoff, and help prevent the spread of
plant diseases and pests from one strip to another. Windbreaks can reduce erosion caused by exposure of
cultivated lands to high winds or shelter beats. These are long rows of trees planted to partially block the wind.
Windbreaks also provide habitats for birds, pest eating and pollinating insects and other animals. On the basis
of your reading of the above passage make notes on it using headings and subheadings. Use recognizable
abbreviations, wherever necessary. Give the p assage a suitable title. Write a summary of the notes prepared in
not more than 80 words. The tests of life are its plus factors. Overcoming illness and suffering is a plus factor
for it moulds character. Steel is iron plus fire, soil is rock plus heat. Sometimes the plus factor is more readily
seen by the simple-hearted. Myers tells the story of a mother who brought into her home â€” as a companion
to her own son â€” a little boy who happened to have a hunchback. She had warned her son to be careful not
to refer to his disability, and to go right on playing with him as if he were like any other boy. The boys were
playing and after a few minutes she overheard her son say to his companion: Often it takes a third eye or a
change in focus, to see the plus factor. Walking along the corridors of a hospital recently where patients were
struggling with fear of pain and tests, I was perturbed. What gave me fresh perspective were the sayings put up
everywhere, intended to uplift. One saying made me conscious of the beauty of the universe in the midst of
pain, suffering and struggle. The other saying assured me that God was with me when I was in deep water and
that no troubles would overwhelm me. The nether springs make recovery possible, and they bring peace and
patience in the midst of pain and distress. The forces of death and destruction are not so much physical as they
are psychic and psychological. When malice, hate and hard-heartedness prevail, they get channeled as forces
of destruction. Where openness, peace and good-heartedness prevail, the forces of life gush forth to regenerate
hope and joy. The life force is triumphant when love overcomes fear. Both fear and love are deep mysteries,
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but the effect of love is to build whereas fear tends to destroy. Love is often the plus factor that helps build
character. It helps us to accept and to overcome suffering. It creates lasting bonds and its reach is infinite. It is
true that there is no shortage of destructive elements â€” forces and people who seek to destroy others and in
the process, destroy themselves â€” but at the same time there are signs of love and life everywhere that are
constantly enabling us to overcome setbacks. For it is when you seek that you will find what is waiting to be
discovered. On the basis of your reading of the above passage make notes on it using headings and
sub-headings. Give the passage a suitable title. Write a summary of the notes prepared in not more than 80
words 3 marks Q 5. Read the following passage carefully and answer the questions that follow: The beauty of
an open platform is that there are no gatekeepers. Of course, it still has a way to go. Today there are only about
2. It is a grand collaboration. Use a format you consider appropriate. Supply a suitable title. Biological cl ocks
in children are ticking rapidly and the rate at which their organs are aging is faster than their chronological
age. The main reasons areenvironmental and dietary. This observation from a bench of Justices G. We want to
expand the scope of this petition. The Trail of smoke in most cases inevitably leads to school. Or so they
thought, till they got addicted. There is a clear link between the youth and tobacco addiction. Srinath Reddy, a
researcheractivist. Has that made any difference? The one answer the experts agree on is; the government.
There is a direct link between the youth and tobacco addiction. Use a format you consider appropriate Supply
a suitable Title. Scientists working in the field spotted two tigresses with five cubs at two different locations
last year.
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Chapter 4 : Physics Notes For Class 11 PDF - Free Download
CBSE Class 11 English Note Making - Download as PDF File .pdf), Text File .txt) or read online.

Learn Note-making By admin on September 30, in English Note making is an advanced writing skill which is
acquiring increasing importance due to knowledge explosion. There is a need to remember at least the main
points of any given subject. Making notes is a complex activity which combines several skills. Here you go
with the detailed verison. How to make notes Read the passage carefully. Heading What is the main idea of
the passage? Frame a heading based on the central idea and write it in the middle of the page. Subheadings
How has the main idea been presented and developed? You can frame subheadings based on these. Points Are
there further details or points of the subtitles that you wish to keep in these notes? All subheadings should be
written at a uniform distance from the margin. Indenting All points should also maintain the same distance
away from the margin. Do not write full sentences. And use abbreviations wherever necessary. Read below for
more help on abbreviations. Help with abbreviations Use standard abbreviations and symbols as far as
possible: Capitalized first letters of words e. Measurements and Figures e. Making your own abbreviations:
Keep the main sounds of the word. Caution Do not get over-enthusiastic about abbreviations. You should not
abbreviate every word. One abbreviation in point is enough. As a general rule, the heading should not be
abbreviated. You may use abbreviations in subheadings. Your notes should look like this Notice that
indenting, i. Subheadings, though separated by points occur below one another. Points and sub points too
come below one another, similarly. Such use of indenting gives your notes a visual character. At a glance you
can see the main idea and its aspects. Here is a solved example: Click over the icon to access and download
the file Share this:
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Chapter 5 : Physical Education Class 11 Notes PDF Download - CBSE - TuitionHour
CBSE INTERACT IN your teacher or class are doing in the form of a 11 10 Work individually, and note down some
events that occurred recently in your INTRODUCTION: ASSESSMENT OF SPEAKING AND LISTENING SKILLS IN.

Students can download these worksheets and practice them. This will help them to get better marks in
examinations. Also refer to other worksheets for the same chapter and other subjects too. Use them for better
understanding of the subjects. Read the following passage carefully and answer the questions that follow: The
scope of democracy needs to be widened and deepened for people to have a real voice to influence decisions
that shape their lives, and the power to hold decision- makers accountable, not only through elections but in
the periods between elections. While formal institutions of democracy have become a universal norm, it is
important to develop and sustain the core values of inclusiveness, participation and accountability, before
institutions can be seen as truly democratic. It has been seen that a lasting solution for eradicating poverty and
shaping human progress can be found much through politics as through economics. Politics matters in a large
way; because it is through this mechanism that the rights of the citizen in any country are determined it
decides whether the people should be allowed to participate in the decision making process that impacts their
lives. In the last two decades, the politics has witnessed a sea change. There are innumerable instances across
the world, of the opening up of political systems and increased rights and power to the people. The world can
be labeled as much more democratic, but there are several underlying problems to be dealt with. According to
a UN report, countries hold multi-party elections, out of which only 81 have taken significant steps towards
democracy, out of the nearly countries, people still do not enjoy their rights in the rest and their freedom is
also curbed. The democratic system of voting in the elections had added crucial element of governance from
the human development stand point, because elections symbolize enforceable accountability. When a
government fails to live up to the needs and desires of the people, they can simply vote it out of the office the
next time. There can be no stricter form of accountability, no more egalitarian form of participation. The right
to vote itself has given every individual a choice. However, it would be a grim mistake if one equated
democracy with regular ritual of elections. It also requires an active and alert civil society that can ensure that
the government works in the general public interest, and also keeps giving its inputs wherever required. An
independent judiciary provides the necessary checks and balances between the democratic institutions of
governance. The UN report emphasizes accountability at national and international level Accountability is
central to democratic governance. It ensures the holders of public trust are acting effectively and fairly. In the
presence of a free press and an active civil society, people have several ways of participating in the policy
decisions and debates. Use abbreviations minimum 4 wherever necessary. Supply a suitable title to it. Change
the following sentences into reported speech: One finds mosquitoes everywhere. A helper was given to us.
The doctor looked after the patients. She brought me a cup of coffee. The trees were blown down by the wind.
I have been managing this company since John has been asked to make a speech at the meeting. I had already
been offered the part twice before. Someone has cleaned the windows. Someone sent her a cheque for a
thousand euros.
Chapter 6 : an example of note making in english for class 11th English - | racedaydvl.com
Note-Making & Summarising Class XI - Sample Test Paper - 4 racedaydvl.com it will help people to improve they make
in note making but you could also updates.

Chapter 7 : CBSE Class 11 English Worksheet - Note Making Practice Worksheet for English
Download CBSE Class 11 English Worksheet - Note Making in pdf, questions answers for English, CBSE Class 11
English Worksheet - Note Making. Students can download these worksheets and practice them. This will help them to
get better marks in examinations.
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Chapter 8 : Note making topic | Homework Help | myCBSEguide
Note making has been an integral part of CBSE's writing part for years now(As far as I know and have heard the same
from my seniors too) and it is essential to know its format to score well. You may also like to check the detailed tutorial of
note making here - Learn Note making (with example).

Chapter 9 : CBSE Sample Paper for Class 11 English (Solved) â€“ Set B | AglaSem Schools
Note making and summarizing is a very easy question to score almost full marks. If you understand the best practices
and common errors we often commit, this activity will be your easiest way to higher score.
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